
 

 
 

 

Friday 30 October 2020 

Asalamualaikom 

Dear Parents/Carers 

We are now nearing the end of what’s been a challenging year, yet one where we have achieved so 

much. Even though we are at the tail end of the academic year, everybody is still hard at work and 

teachers are testing, assessing and observing the growth and development of their students. At the 

end of this semester you will receive your child’s school report which will provide an overview of 

how your child has been performing throughout the Semester. The information gathered will not 

only inform the reports, but they will also help us to plan and prepare our teaching programs for 

2021. Part of our planning includes the placement of students in their classes for the following year. 

And while we don’t receive requests for specific teachers if there is anything that we should be 

aware regarding your child’s social and learning needs, please email the primary school on 

psadmin@mfis.nsw.edu.au  

Staying COVID Safe 

So far our school has done  very well at following all the rules that have been put in place to keep us 

health and safe. Please continue to remind children and fellow members of our community to 

maintain safe practices such as maintaining social distancing, regularly washing hands, and 

sneezing/coughing into your elbow. If you or anyone you know is feeling unwell or has symptoms, 

please get tested and follow the advice and instructions given by the health workers. In respect of 

the school, if your child is unwell please do not send them to school. Children who are unwell will be 

sent home. We have done well so far, let’s keep up the good work so that we can end the year on a 

high note and enjoy the upcoming school holidays. 

Drop off and Pick up 

A reminder, parents are not allowed to come into the campus during drop off and pick up time at all. 

If you need to speak to a staff member, please contact us by phone so we can make arrangements. 

Early pick up 

There is no early pick up after 2:00pm. If your child has an appointment that 

they need to attend, you need to pick them up before 2:00pm. Please contact us beforehand on 

8732 7800 and select 1 for primary.  
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Full School uniform 

All students are expected to neatly wear their full school uniform every single day. Now is also a 

good time to purchase new items for the following school year. As you do, remember that all boys 

and girls must wear black leather school shoes. The girls must wear ankle length pinafore dresses. 

Dresses that are at knee length are not allowed and must be replaced. 

Library Incursion 

To celebrate Book Week 2020 and foster reading, the students will be attending a book show in 
Week 4, in the Primary School Library called the Greatest Discovery, which explores the themes 
“Curious Creatures and Wild Minds”. The Greatest Discovery combines a love of reading and books 
with a celebration of diversity and competition! Watch a selection of The CBCA Shortlisted Books of 
2020 come to life, encouraging students to engage with reading in an active and energetic manner 
and reinforcing the idea of inclusiveness and celebration of endeavour rather than competitive 
results. 
 

From the Grades. 

So far this term, our students have dived into their school work showing great enthusiasm for 

learning. 

From Kindergarten 

                             
 

Our Kindergarten students are quickly learning and 

grasping advanced number concepts. They have begun to 

learn about groups of numbers which will prepare them 

for more challenging skills such as multiplication.  



 

 
 

From Year 4  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Year 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This term, Year 4 learnt about investigating 
different types of materials and their 
properties in Science. Students 
collaborated in small groups to develop a 
suitable package to inorder to post a 
fragile item. Students were required to 
consider the suitability of certain materials 
by considering their properties inorder to 
plan and design their package. To assess 
the success of their designs, the packaged 
items were posted through Australia Post 
and delivered to Malek Fahd Islamic 
School. Once received the students were 
able to assess the success of their package 
designs. The students were very pleased 
that their fragile items had been well 
protected!  
 

 

On Thursday 22
nd

 October, 

Year 3 attended an incursion 

on Melting Moments. 

Throughout this exciting show 

there were various examples 

which demonstrated the 

dramatic effects of changing 

matter such as solid to liquid 

and gas to self-inflating and 

popping balloons, large clouds 

of white gas and rockets flying.  

What an exciting way to learn 

Science! 

 



 

 
 

 

From Year 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Wasalam 

 
Ms El-Ahmad 
Head of Campus 

In Geography, Year 6 learnt about the effect and 

significance of global events. In the context of 

current world events this topic is more relevant than 

ever. The students came up with some sophisticated 

and mature insights. 

 


